RECOGNITION AT LAST
(Originally published November 1962)

We have not yet heard from other doctors about this, but we feel it is our duty to
tell the medical group here of a future honor in store for them. While the profession may
feel that its stature has diminished in the eyes of many, there is at least one group that not
only recognizes our worth but still holds doctors in such high regard that plans are being
made to pay us an everlasting tribute.
The group of admirers we refer to are some workers in the field of Perpetual Care
and Memorial Gardens who, in their plans for a new mausoleum of magnificent design,
have set aside a special Medical and Professional Wing where all of us may repose with
distinctive honor among our associate, and apart from the ordinary citizens, until dust
taketh us all.
We were approached about this by an engagingly cheerful, although appropriately,
somberly dressed couple one afternoon at home. They came unannounced, and, after a
round of pleasantries and small talk, we learned some of the details of the future Garden
and Memorial. In addition to the special wing, by signing up now, extra consideration
will be given to doctors in that they will be able to get in "off the ground floor," so to
speak, with the choice of a crypt at Head-Level or, even better, Heart-Level. These two
spots apparently are much sought after for Loved Ones and carry such prestige that once
the mausoleum is built and in operation, they will cost twice as much as those crypts at
the less desirable heights above and below.
We know that all of you are looking forward to ending up dead in the right
company at an honorable level of your own, and we hope to see you there. However, we
will leave the Heart-Level for you and stay at the pelvis where we belong.
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